
What’s the biggest animal 
you could beat in a fight?

By Ryan Smith



COA

•Please do not harm animals

•This is a fun thought experiment and nothing else



What do I mean?



Who would win?

Grizzly Bear Silverback Gorilla



What’s the powerscale?

Praveen Index
P-Index

P-Index = .5

P-Index = 16



Tinson



Katie



Bryant



What animal can I take down?

P-index = 3.466



Quick Vote

•Everyone except one person said I could take the shark

I know who you are.



Jackie



Jason



Praveen



Shayan



What animal can you take down?

Rules:
• The arena is the size of the entire 8th floor
• Primitive weapons only
• We’re looking for a combination of size/danger level/coolness factor
• You can get hurt in the scuffle, no way we’re all coming out unscathed
• If the animal would die later in the day from blood loss, that does not count. 

It’s about who exists the arena in one piece
• You can add things that help equalize the fight but don’t give an advantage 

like a breathing apparatus for underwater animals
• Doesn’t have to be a normal animal, feel free to challenge a dog sized spider 

or a horse sized duck
• Not a time to be humble



Fighting List
Person Weapon Animal Do people agree?

Ryan Samurai Sword
(Breathing mask + suction 
cup booties)

Great White Shark Yes (unanimously)

Jackie Boxing Gloves Kangaroo in boxing gloves Yes

Jason Sword Panda Yes

Praveen Fists Giraffe No

Shayan Sword Elephant Yes

Neil Trident Jaguar Yes

Finn Mancatcher Wolf Yes

Amir Knife (for safety) Fox No

Shadab Morningstar 20 Turkeys Yes

Paul Bat'leth Big Pacific Octopus Yes

Sadaf Weight and a high cliff Lion DQ

Tanya Bow and Arrow
Spear

Eagle No
Probably (lot of half hand 
gestures)

Rocco Leather Shield + Machete Cheetah Yes

Joe Mancatcher (with spikes) Splitting Dog from 
Resident Evil

Yes (Only if he says, “gotta 
split” as he kills it)

Nichole Sack or bag + a steel chair 
+ one swift punch

6’ tall duck Yes

Shaurya 2 coaches (Joe + Nichole) Florida Alligator No (coaches say yes)



Thank you!


